Krk – Jurandvor – Punat

Full day excursion departing at 09:00. Driving through Rijeka and continue along the coast to the Krk Bridge. We keep traveling through the island of Krk toward the old city of Krk. Sightseeing with our guide through the gates to the square of St. Quirinus with tower courthouse and city walls, then to the Cathedral and back to downtown. After a break we continue our excursion toward, Jurandvor – today one of the most important tourist resorts on the island Krk, primarily because of the finding of Baščanska ploča (Baška Tablet). The Baščanska ploča is an old Croatian monument, written in a transitional form of Glagolitic script. It was found on September 15, 1851 in the church of St. Lucius in Jurandvor near Baška.

From Jurandvor we go back to town Punat, situated in the southwest part of the island Krk, in the one of the most protected bays on the Adriatic. We take a short boat ride to the island of Košljun where Franciscans live more than 500 years. After Punat we drive back to Opatija and return around 16:00.

The price includes: bus, guide, ticket for Baščanska ploča, boat ticket for Košljun

Price: 58 Eur per person

Minimum required passengers: 11 pax